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The asymptotic behavior of the solutions of the second order differential
equation with deviating argument
w xax9 9 q bx9 q cx s f t , x t , x9 t , x f t , x9 f t .  .  .  .  . .  .
is studied. Our technique depends on an integral inequality containing a deviating
argument. For special classes of these equations the explicit asymptotic behavior is
obtained. From this asymptotic behavior the oscillation of the solutions is evident.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to study the asymptotic behavior as t ª `
of the solutions of second order differential equations with deviating
argument of the form
a t x9 9 q b t x9 t q c t x t .  .  .  .  . .
s f t , x t , x9 t , x f t , x9 f t , .  .  .  . .  .
Xt g R s 0, ` , s drdt , 1.  .q
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where a, b, c, and f are continuous functions defined on R and f is aq
continuous function defined on R = R4. We shall prove, under certainq
 .conditions, that the solution of Eq. 1 satisfying any given initial condi-
 .tions behaves asymptotically as t ª ` like a solution of the differential
equation
a t y9 9 q b t y9 q c t y s 0, t g R . 2 .  .  .  . . q
As a consequence, we obtain explicit asymptotic behavior of the solutions
 .of some special types of Eq. 1 which shows the oscillatory behavior of
these solutions.
 .We recall that the initial value problem of Eq. 1 is defined as follows
 w x.see 1, 2 .
 .Let inf f t s g and u be a given differentiable function definedt gw0, `.
w x  . w .on g , 0 . The initial value problem of 1 in the interval 0, b is to find a
 .function x t such that
 .  q.  y.  q.  y.i x 0 s u 0 , x9 0 s u 9 0
 .  j. .  j. . w .ii x t s u t , t g g , 0 , j s 0, 1.
 .   . .  .  .iii a t x9 9 exists on 0, b and Eq. 1 is satisfied.
w .A solution that is continuable throughout the whole interval g , ` will
be called a regular solution. Here we deal with the asymptotic behavior of
such regular solutions. We shall use a technique previously used in similar
w xsituations for ordinary differential equations 3 and integrodifferential
w xequations 4, 5 . In our case, the technique depends on a generalization of
w xthe famous Gronwall]Bellman and Bihari inequalities 6 to include the
case of a deviating argument.
w x w xAs in 4 and 5 , we suppose that the general solution of the second
 .order linear differential equation 2 is known and for any two linearly
 .independent solutions Z , Z of 2 we define1 2
< < < <j t s Z t q Z t , .  .  .1 2
< X < < X <h t s Z t q Z t , .  .  .1 2
and
N t s j t ra t W t , .  .  .  .
 .where W t denotes the Wronskian of Z and Z ;1 2




4 < <f g C R = R , R , f t , x , x , x , x . .q 1 2 3 4
< < < < < < p < < pF e t q r t x q r t x q r t x q r t x , 0 - p F 1, .  .  .  .  .1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4
where
r g C R , R , i s 1, 2, 3, 4, e g C R , R . .  .i q q q q
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2 The functions N t e t , N t r t j t , N t r t h t , N t r t j t ,1 2 3
 .  .  .  .and N t r t h t belong to L R .4 1 q
2. AN INTEGRAL INEQUALITY WITH DEVIATING
ARGUMENT
We begin by proving a nonlinear integral inequality that is a mixture of
 w x.Gronwall]Bellman inequality and Behari inequality see 6 .
 .  .  .  .LEMMA 1. Let u t , f t , g t , and a t be nonnegati¨ e functions with
 .a t monotonic increasing. If
t t pu t F a t q f s u s ds q g s u s ds, 0 - p F 1, .  .  .  .  .  .H H
a a
then
 .A for 0 - p - 1,
t  .1r 1yp .f s d s sH t1yp  .a y1 yp. f u duHu t F e a t q 1 y p e g s ds , .  .  .  .H a
a
 .B for p s 1,
t w  .  .xf s qg s d sH
au t F a t e . .  .
Proof. For the case 0 - p - 1. Let T be a fixed arbitrary positive
w xnumber and t g a , T . Then
t t pu t F a T q f s u s ds q g s u s ds. .  .  .  .  .  .H H
a a
 .  . t  .  . t  . p .Put y t s a T q H f s u s ds q H g s u s ds. Thena a
u t F y t . 3 .  .  .
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 .Differentiating y t , we get
y9 t s f t u9 t q g t u p t . .  .  .  .  .
 .From 3 , we obtain the Bernoulli differential inequality
y9 t F f t y t q g t y p t , y a s a T . .  .  .  .  .  .  .
Solving this inequality by the method used in solving Bernoulli equations,
we get for t F T
t  .1r 1yp .f s d s sH t1yp  .a y1 yp. f r d rHy t F e a T q 1 y p e g s ds . .  .  .  .H a
a
In this inequality, we put t s T. Since T is arbitrary and the last inequality
w x  .holds for all t g a , T the required result follows from 3 .
The case p s 1 is similar to the Gronwall]Bellman inequality.
 .  .  .  .LEMMA 2. Let u t , a t , f t , g t be nonnegati¨ e continuous functions
 .  .and a t nondecreasing. Let f t be a continuously differentiable function
 .  .  .satisfying that f t F t, f9 t ) 0, and f t is e¨entually positi¨ e. Suppose
that the inequality
t t pu t F a t q f s u s ds q g s u f s ds, t G 0, 4 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .H H
0 0
 xholds for all t g R , where p g 0, 1 is a constant. Thenq
 .A for 0 - p - 1,
t  .f s d sH
0u t F e .
 .1r 1yp
sy1 .f t  .1yp y1yp. f j djH y1= a t q 1 y p e g s ds .  .  . .H f 01 y1 .f 0
 .B for p s 1,
y1t  .f tu t F a t exp f s ds q g s ds . .  .  .  .H H1 y1 .0 f 0
 .  . fy10.  . p  ..   . .where a t s a t q H g j u f j dj s a t q const. .1 0
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 .Proof. From 4 we deduce that for sufficiently large t,
 .f t
u f t F a f t q f s u s ds .  .  .  . .  . H
0
 .f t pq g s u f s ds, f t G 0. 5 .  .  .  . .H
0
It is easy to see that
 . tf t
f s u s ds s f f s u f s f9 s ds .  .  .  .  . .  .H H
y1 .0 f 0
 .Substituting this in 5 and keeping in mind that
 . tf t p pg s u f s ds F g s u f s ds .  .  .  . .  .H H
0 0
t ps g s u f s ds .  . .H
y1 .f 0
y1 .f 0 pq g s u f s ds, .  . .H
0
we get
u f t F a f t .  . .  .1
t t pq f f s u f s f9 s ds q g s u f s ds. .  .  .  .  . .  .  .H H
y1 y1 .  .f 0 f 0
  ..Applying Lemma 1 to the function u f t , we obtain
t
u f t F exp f f s f9 s ds .  .  . .  .H
y1 .f 0
t1yp= a f t q 1 y p .  . . H1 y1 .f 0
 .1r 1yp
s
=exp y 1 y p f f j f9 j dj g s ds , .  .  .  . .H
y1 .f 0
0 - p - 1,
t
u f t F a f t exp f f s f9 s ds .  .  .  . .  .  .H1 y1 .f 0
t
q g s ds , p s 1. .H
y1 .f 0
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From this we have
y1 .f tu t F exp f f s f9 s ds .  .  . .H
y1 .f 0
y1 .f t1yp= a t q 1 y p .  .H1 y1 .f 0
 .1r 1yp
s
=exp y 1 y p f f j f9 j dj g s ds , .  .  .  . .H
y1 .f 0
0 - p - 1,
y1 .f tu t F a t = exp f f s f9 s ds .  .  .  . .H1 y1 .f 0
y1 .f tq g s ds , p s 1. .H
y1 .f 0
From which we get the required result.
3. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR
THEOREM 1. Assume the following
 .  4 .1 f g C R = R , R ,q
< < < < < <f t , x , x , x , x F e t q r x q r x .  .1 2 3 4 1 1 2 2
< < p < < pqr x q x , 0 - p - 1,3 3 4
 .  .where e g C R , R , r g C R , R , i s 1, 2, 3, 4.q q i q q
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2 The functions N T e t , N t r t j t , N t r t h t ,1 2
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .N t r t j t , and N t r t h t belong to L 0, ` .3 4 1
 . w xThen for e¨ery initial function u t defined on g , 0 there exists a solution of
 . w x1 defined on the inter¨ al g , 0 j R which can be written in the formq
x t s A t Z t q B t Z t 6 .  .  .  .  .  .1 2
 .  . w x  .  .satisfying the initial condition x t s u t , t g g , 0 , and lim A t , lim B t
exist as t ª `.
 .  .Proof. Let x t be a solution of 1 coinciding with the initial function
 . w xu t on g , 0 . Assume that this solution is written in the form
x t s A t Z t q B t Z t , for t g R , .  .  .  .  .1 2 q
w xx t s u t , for t g g , 0 . 7 .  .  .
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We assume that
A9 t Z t q B9 t Z t s 0 8 .  .  .  .  .1 2
 .  .For x t to satisfy Eq. 1 , we must have
A9 t ZX t q B9 t ZX t s K t , 9 .  .  .  .  .  .1 2
 .   ..   .  .   ..   ...where K t s 1ra t f t, x t , x9 t , x f t , x9 f t .
 .  .Solving the two equations 8 and 9 , we get
Z s K s .  .t 2
A t s A 0 q ds, .  . H W s .0
Z s K s .  .t 1
B t s B 0 q ds. .  . H W s .0
 . <  . < <  . <  .Let Q t s A t q B t . Then, by 1 ,
j s .t
Q t F Q 0 q .  . H < < < <W s a s .  .0
< <= f s, x s , x9 s , x f s , x9 f s ds .  .  .  . .  .
t t
F Q 0 q N s e s ds q N s r s j s Q s ds .  .  .  .  .  .  .H H 1
0 0
t
q N s r s h s Q s ds .  .  .  .H 2
0
t p pq N s r f s j f s Q f s ds .  .  .  . .  .  .H 3
0
t p pq N s r s f s h f s Q f s ds .  .  .  .  . .  .  .H 4
0
t t
s Q 0 q N s e s ds q N s r s j s .  .  .  .  .  .H H 1
0 0
qr s h s Q s ds .  .  .2
t pq N s r f s j f s .  .  . .  .H 3
0
p pqr f s h f s Q f s ds. .  .  . .  .  .4
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Then from Lemma 2 we have the following:
 .A If 0 - p - 1,
t
Q t F exp N s r s j s q r s h s ds .  .  .  .  .  .H 1 2 /0
y1 .f t1yp= M q 1 y p N s .  .H1 y1 .f 0
p p= r f s j f s q r f s h f s .  .  .  . .  .  .  .3 4
s
= exp y 1 y p N z .  .H
y1 .f 0
 .1r 1yp
= r z j z q r z h z dz ds. .  .  .  .1 2
 .B If p s 1,
t
Q t F M t exp N s r s j s q r s h s ds .  .  .  .  .  .  .H1 1 2
0
y1 .f tq N s r f s j f s q r f s h f s ds , .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .H 3 4y1 .f 0
where
t
M t s Q 0 q N s e s ds q const. .  .  .  .H1
0
 .  .  .Using Condition 2, we see that Q t , and hence A t and B t , are
bounded as t ª `. From this it follows that their limits exist as t ª `.
4. APPLICATIONS
 .Consider the following special case of Eq. 1
x0 t q q t x t s f t , x t , x9 t , x f t , x9 f t , 10 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
where f satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1 and
 .  . 23 q t tends monotonically to the positive constant v as t ª `,
q9 t G 0 or q9 t F 0 for all t g R . .  . . q
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THEOREM 2. If the Conditions 1]3 are satisfied then e¨ery solution of
 .10 is either oscillatory with the sequence of amplitudes tending to a finite
limit or tends to zero as t ª `.
Proof. Consider the equation
y0 t q q t y t s 0. 11 .  .  .  .
w xIt is clear that this equation is oscillatory 7 and every solution has the
 4following property. If t is the sequence of the zeros of the derivativen
 .  <  . <4y9 t the sequence of the amplitudes y t has a positive limit. In fact,n
consider the Liapunov function
1
2 2W t s y9 t q y t ) 0. .  .  .
q t .
 .Upon differentiation and using Eq. 10 , we see that
q9 t .
2W9 t s y y9 t F 0. .  .2q t .
 .Hence W t is monotonic decreasing and bounded below. It follows that
 .every solution of 11 and its derivative are bounded functions. Moreover,
 . 2lim W t s a exists as t ª `. Consequently,
2 2 < < < <y t ª a , i.e., y t ª a as n ª `. .  .n n
It remains to show that a 2 / 0. For this, consider the function
V t s y92 t q q t y2 t ) 0. .  .  .  .
 .Upon differentiating, using Eq. 11 , we get
V 9 t s q9 t y2 t G 0, .  .  .
 . 2i.e., V t is monotonic increasing to some positive constant b . From the
 .   ..  .equality W t s 1rq t V t , it follows that
1
2 2a s b ) 0.2v
 .  .  .Let Z t , Z t be two linearly independent solutions of 11 , then,1 2
 .according to Theorem 1, every solution of 10 can be written in the form
x t s a Z t q a Z t q o 1 , as t ª `, 12 .  .  .  .  .1 1 2 2
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where a , a are constants.1 2
 .  .Since Eq. 11 is linear, we can write 12 in the form
x t s y t q o 1 as t ª `, 13 .  .  .  .
 .  .where y t is a solution of 11 . From the first part of the theorem, we see
 . 2that the sequence of the amplitudes of y t tends to a positive constant a
 .  .depending on y . The relation 13 gives the required result. In fact, the
 .first possibility, i.e., the oscillation of the solution x t occurs when
 .  .a , a / 0, 0 and the second, i.e., the tendency to zero occurs when1 2
 .  .  .a , a s 0, 0 . The second case of the theorem when q9 t F 0 can be1 2
similarly treated.
 .Now consider the following special case of Eq. 1
2x0 t q v x t s f t , x t , x9 t , x f t , x9 f t , 14 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
where f satisfies the same conditions and v 2 ) 0 is a constant.
 .THEOREM 3. E¨ery solution of Eq. 14 either is oscillatory and can be
written in the form
x t s A t sin v t q d t , .  .  . .
 .  .  .where lim A t , lim d t exist as t ª `, or x t tends to zero as t ª `.
 . 2  .Proof. Consider the equation y0 t q v y t s 0, which has the two
linearly independent solutions Z s sin v t, Z s cos v t, for which1 2
 .  .  .  .W s s 1rv, and N s , j s , and h s are bounded. Consequently,
Theorem 1 implies
x t s A t sin v t q A t cos v t , 15 .  .  .  .1 2
 .  .where lim A t , lim A t exist as t ª `. If one of these limits, say1 2
 .  .lim A t , is not equal to zero then 15 can be written in the form2
x t s A t sin v t q d t , .  .  . .
 . w 2 . 2 .x1r2  .  .  .where A t s A t q A t , d t s arctan A t rA t . Otherwise,1 2 1 2
 .  .  .x t has the form 15 and lim x t s 0 as t ª `.
COROLLARY. From Theorem 2, it follows that for e¨ery oscillatory solu-
 .  4tion of 14 the limit of the sequence of the zeros t of the solution has then
asymptotic beha¨ior
p
t s n q o 1 . .n v
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w xThis generalizes a result obtained in 1 for the linear equation
x0 t q v 2 x t q r t x t q r t x f t s 0. .  .  .  .  .  . .1 2
The technique here is different and, comparati¨ ely, simple.
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